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The baseline metabolism parameters of 18F‑FDG PET/CT as 
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Background: Langerhans cell histiocytosis (LCH) is a rare myeloid precursor cell inflammatory neoplasia, 
which agonizes, maims, and even kills patients. Although clinical outcomes have steadily improved over the 
past decades, the progression/relapse rate of LCH remains high. The purpose of this study was to evaluate 
the prognostic value of the pre-treatment metabolism parameters of baseline 18F-fluorodeoxyglucose positron 
emission tomography/computed tomography (18F-FDG PET/CT) in children with LCH.
Methods: This cross-sectional study retrospectively and consecutively included 37 children (24 males 
and 13 females; median age, 5.1 years; range, 2.4–7.8 years) with pre-treatment 18F-FDG PET/CT from 
September 2020 to September 2022 in Nuclear Medicine Department, Beijing friendship hospital, Capital 
Medical University, Beijing, China. These patients were then all admitted to the hospital and diagnosed with 
LCH by biopsy, in Hematology Center, Beijing Children’s Hospital, Capital Medical University, Beijing, 
China. Five metabolism parameters of 18F-FDG PET/CT were analyzed, including maximum standardized 
uptake, tumor-to-normal liver standard uptake value ratio, tumor-to-normal bone marrow standard uptake 
value ratio, sum of metabolic tumor volume (sMTV), and sum of total lesion glycolysis (sTLG) of all lesions. 
Patients were followed up for at least 1 year or until disease progression/relapse. Univariate and multivariate 
analyses of progression-free survival was performed.
Results: During follow-up, 11 (29.7%) patients had disease progression/relapse. Univariate analysis 
revealed that the risk organ involvement, the treatment response at the 5th or 11th week, pre-treatment 
sMTV, and sTLG were significantly associated with progression-free survival (P=0.024, 0.018, 0.006, 
0.006, and 0.042, respectively). Multivariate COX analysis revealed that non-response at the 11th week, pre-
treatment sMTV >32.55 g/cm3, and sTLG >98.86 g (P=0.002, 0.020, 0.026, respectively) were risk factors 
for progression-free survival.
Conclusions: The baseline metabolism parameters of 18F-FDG PET/CT could be promising imaging 
biomarkers for predicting prognosis in children with LCH. 
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Introduction

Langerhans cell histiocytosis (LCH) is a rare myeloid 
precursor cell inflammatory neoplasia driven by mutations 
in the mitogen-activated protein kinase pathway (1). LCH 
usually occurs in children, and it is reported that the 
incidence rate of LCH is 4.46 cases per million children 
(<15 years old) every year, and the median age at diagnosis 
is 4 years old (2,3). From isolated eosinophilic granuloma 
to extensive diffuse disease with organ dysfunction, LCH 
shows a series of systemic involvement (4). The current 
classification of LCH is mainly based on the location of 
the lesion, the number of involved sites (single or multiple 
systems/local or multiple lesions) and whether risk organs 
(RO) are involved (hematopoietic system, liver or spleen) (5). 
The choice of treatment will be selected according to the 
classification of patients with LCH [single LCH (SS-LCH) 
or multiple systems LCH (MS-LCH)]; patients with SS-
LCH confined to isolated skin lesions or a single bone lesion 
usually only need local treatment or observation, while 
patients with SS-LCH involved multiple lesions and MS-
LCH need systemic treatment (6,7). The clinical patterns 
of LCH may vary remarkably, from single-system disease 
that may resolve spontaneously to refractory multisystem 
involvement with a 20% mortality (1). Although clinical 
outcomes have steadily improved over the past decades with 
standard-of-care chemotherapy and v-Raf murine sarcoma 
viral oncogene homolog B (BRAF) inhibitors for BRAF 
V600E-mutant disease, the disease relapse rates of multi-
system LCH with risk organ involvement remain high, with 
recurrence rate of 30–50% (8). 

Conventional imaging examinations, such as computed 
tomography (CT) or magnetic resonance imaging 
(MRI), and ultrasound can be used to assess the extent 
of involvement, guide biopsy and evaluate the treatment 
response (9-11). 18F-fluorodeoxyglucose (18F-FDG) positron 
emission tomography (PET)/CT plays an important role 
in evaluating LCH lesions, detecting new lesions, and 
monitoring treatment response (12,13). Compared with 
conventional imaging examination, 18F-FDG PET/CT 
has a higher ability to detect lesions and can distinguish 

metabolically active lesions from inactive lesions (14). In the 
previous studies, 18F-FDG PET/CT was shown to be highly 
sensitive for pretreatment and follow-up staging of pediatric 
LCH, with a very low false-positive rate (15,16). However, 
there is still no study on the prognostic value of 18F-FDG 
PET metabolic parameters in children with LCH. In the 
current study, we aimed to investigate the prognostic role 
of 18F-FDG PET/CT in children with LCH. We present 
this article in accordance with the STROBE reporting 
checklist (available at https://qims.amegroups.com/article/
view/10.21037/qims-23-290/rc).

Methods

Patients

The study was conducted in accordance with the 
Declaration of Helsinki (as revised in 2013). The study 
was approved by the Ethics Committee of the Beijing 
Friendship Hospital, Capital Medical University and 
individual consent for this retrospective analysis was waived. 

A total  of 37 patients were retrospectively and 
consecutively included in this cross-sectional study, who 
underwent pre-treatment 18F-FDG PET/CT in our 
institution with pathologically confirmed LCH between 
September 2020 and September 2022. The inclusion 
criteria consisted of (I) age less than 18 years old; (II) 
biopsy-proven LCH; (III) 18F-FDG PET/CT scan 
performed within 30 days of the biopsy; (IV) followed up 
for at least 1 year or until disease progression/relapse. The 
exclusion criteria included the following: (I) patients who 
received LCH-related treatments such as chemotherapy, or 
targeted therapy prior to 18F-FDG PET/CT examination; 
(II) patients with incomplete clinical data. The flow chart 
for patient selection is shown in Figure 1.

The baseline data of each patient were obtained by 
reviewing the medical records, which included the following 
aspects: (I) patients’ demographics data, including age and 
gender; (II) clinical data, including clinical classification, 
involvement of organs at diagnosis, BRAFV600E mutation 
status in the tissue, and targeted therapy protocol. The 
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tissue of LCH lesions was extracted at diagnosis for 
BRAFV600E mutation analysis. The patients were classified 
as single-system (SS) LCH and multiple-system (MS) 
LCH based on the extent of involvement at diagnosis (5). 
RO involvement (RO+) was defined as liver, spleen, and/
or hematologic system involvement. SS LCH was defined 
as only one organ or system involved and without RO 
involvement (RO−), while MS LCH was defined as two or 
more organs or systems involved either with or without RO 
involvement (RO+/RO−) (1).

PET/CT imaging acquisition

All patients in the cohort underwent whole body 18F-FDG 
PET/CT (Biograph mCT-64 PET/CT, Siemens Medical 
Solution) scans according to European Association of 
Nuclear Medicine guidelines for children tumor imaging 
at baseline (before starting chemotherapy) (17). Patients 
were instructed to fast for at least 6 hours, to make the 
blood glucose level under 11.1 mmol/L before the 18F-FDG 
injection. A mean dose of about 3.7 MBq/kg (0.10 mCi/kg) 
was administrated, considering the patients were children. 
If needed, infants were sedated using chloral hydrate  
40 minutes after the 18F-FDG injection. About an hour after 
the injection, a low-dose CT scan (tube voltage 120 keV,  
thickness 3 mm) was performed for viewing anatomic 
structures and attenuation correction. A PET scan was 
performed immediately after CT acquisition in a three-

dimensional (3D) mode (2 min/bed position). PET images 
were reconstructed with the time-of-flight ordered subsets-
expectation maximization algorithm. 

Imaging analysis

Two experienced credentialed nuclear medicine physicians 
with more than 5-year experience in PET/CT diagnosis 
reviewed the PET/CT images on a dedicated workstation 
(syngo MultiModality Workplace, Siemens). They were 
blinded to the clinical information and reached a consensus 
for each lesion. Any disagreement would be discussed with 
another credentialed senior expert (experience >15 years) till 
reached an agreement. An involved lesion was determined 
with abnormal increased FDG uptake and/or with abnormal 
density on CT. A 3D volume of interest (VOI) of each 
lesion was drawn on the workstation with a threshold of 
40% SUVmax (maximum standardized uptake), avoiding 
the nearby increased physiological uptake, such as brain 
physiological uptake. The SUVmax, metabolic tumor volume 
(MTV), and total lesion glycolysis (TLG) of each lesion 
were extracted. SUVRliver (tumor-to-normal liver standard 
uptake value ratio) was defined as the ratio of SUVmax of the 
lesion and SUVmean (mean standardized uptake) of the liver, 
and the latter was determined by the mean FDG uptake of 
three 1-cm3-sized VOIs drawn in the normal liver. SUVRBM 
(tumor-to-normal bone marrow standard uptake value ratio) 
was defined as the ratio of SUVmax of the lesion and SUVmax 

Children (<18 years old) pathologically confirmed LCH and received 
18F-FDG PET/CT scans from September 2020 to September 2022 

(n=115)

Excluded (n=78)
(1) Received LCH-related treatments prior to PET/CT 

examination (n=42)
(2) With incomplete clinical data (n=19)
(3) Followed up for less than 1 year and didn’t get 

disease progression/relapse (n=15)
(4) PET/CT scan performed outside ±30 days of the 

biopsy (n=2)

Finally included (n=37)

Progression
(n=11)

Non-progression
(n=26)

Figure 1 The flowchart of selection criteria. LCH, Langerhans cell histiocytosis; 18F-FDG, 18F-fluorodeoxyglucose; PET/CT, positron 
emission tomography/computed tomography.
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of the normal bone marrow, and the latter was determined 
by the maximum FDG uptake from the thoracic (T10-12) to 
lumbar (L1-4) vertebrae. The maximum SUVmax, maximum 
SUVRliver, maximum SUVRBM, sum of MTV (sMTV), and 
sum of TLG (sTLG) of all lesions in each patient were 
extracted for patient-based analysis.

Treatment and follow-up

Patients were treated with a systemic chemotherapy regimen 
BCH-LCH 2014 (http://www.chictr.org.cn, identifier: 
ChiCTR2000030457) (8), except for two patients (5.4%) 
who received BRAFV600E mutation targeted treatment 
(dabrafenib). Regular evaluation during treatment was 
undertaken at the 5th, 11th, 25th, and 52nd week after initial 
treatment. Then regular reviews at the 3rd, 6th month, 1st, 
2nd, 3rd and 5th year were performed after drug withdrawal. 
The evaluation examination included hematological 
examination and imaging evaluation. Conventional imaging 
examinations, such as CT, MRI, and/or ultrasound, were 
usually performed during follow-up. Only a few patients 
underwent an 18F-FDG PET/CT scan for evaluation. 
Treatment response was evaluated according to the 
International LCH Study Group Criteria (18,19). Nonactive 
disease (NAD) and active disease-better (AD-B) were 
defined as complete resolution, or continuous regression 
of disease, respectively. Active disease-stable (AD-S) was 
defined as unchanged disease. Active disease-intermediate 
(AD-I) was defined as unchanged disease or regression with 
some progressive or new lesions. Active disease-worse (AD-
W) was defined as the progression of the existed lesions or 
the appearance of new lesions. Relapse was defined as the 
reappearance of active disease after either complete disease 
resolution or after a period of disease control that persisted 
for >3 months on maintenance therapy (20).

Patients were evaluated as non-response to treatment 
when they had AD-I or AD-W disease. Progression-free 
survival (PFS) was defined as the time between the initial 
diagnosis and the first disease progression (AD-I or AD-W) 
or relapse. Patients were followed up for at least 1 year or 
until disease progression/relapse. The last follow-up date 
was December 30, 2022. The median follow-up duration 
was 13.0 (95% CI: 12.4–13.6) months. 

Statistical analysis

Data were analyzed with SPSS 24.0 software (IBM, 

Armonk,  NY,  USA) ;  and  R 4 .0 .2  so f tware  (Be l l 
Laboratories, Holmdel, NJ, USA). Continuous variables 
with a normal or skewed distribution were reported as 
mean ± standard deviation and median (interquartile range), 
respectively. Categorical variables were reported as numbers 
(%). The difference of 18F-FDG PET parameters between 
patients with and without disease progression/relapse was 
compared with student’s t-test or Mann-Whitney U test. 
Spearman’s correlation analysis was used to evaluate the 
relationships between variables. Univariate and multivariate 
analyses for PFS was performed using the Cox regression 
models. Receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curves and 
Youden index were calculated to determine the optimal cut-
off value for multivariate analysis of PFS. Survival curves 
were obtained by the Kaplan-Meier method, and two-group 
comparisons were performed using the log-rank test. All 
tests were two-sided with a significance level of P<0.05.

Results

Patients’ characteristic

Between September 2020 and September 2022, a total of 
37 patients (24 males and 13 females; median age, 5.1 years;  
range, 2.4–7.8 years) were retrospectively included in this 
study. Nineteen (51.4%) patients were classified as SS-
LCH, including 16 patients with a single-focal bone lesion 
and 3 patients with multiple bone lesions. And 18 (48.6%) 
were MS-LCH, of whom 5 with RO+. There were 17 
(45.9%) patients with BRAFV600E mutation. During follow-
up, 17 (45.9%) and 13 (35.1%) patients maintained non-
response at the 5th and 11th week after the initial treatment, 
respectively. Eleven (29.7%) patients developed disease 
progression/relapse during follow-up. The clinical 
characteristics of the patients are summarized in Table 1.

Comparison of baseline 18F-FDG PET/CT between 
patients with and without disease progression/relapse 

The sTLG of the patients with disease progression/relapse 
was significantly higher than patients without disease 
progression/relapse after at least 1-year at follow-up [164.2 
(2.23–230.16) vs. 23.7 (4.6–43.8), P=0.021]. There was 
no significant difference of SUVmax (7.8±5.1 vs. 5.6±3.4, 
P=0.133), SUVRliver (6.1±3.1 vs. 4.9±2.7, P=0.237), SUVRBM 
(4.1±2.0 vs. 3.2±1.7, P=0.164) and sMTV [44.9 (1.4–46.3) 
vs. 7.9 (2.5–11.7), P=0.181] between the two groups. The 
results are shown in Table 2. 

http://www.chictr.org.cn
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Prognostic value of baseline 18F-FDG PET/CT on PFS

During follow-up, 11 (29.7%) patients showed disease 
progression/relapse. Univariate analysis revealed that the 
RO involvement [HR (95% CI): 4.835 (1.236–18.911), 
P=0.024], the worse treatment response at the 5th [HR 
(95% CI): 12.414 (1.548–99.556), P=0.018] or 11th [HR 
(95% CI): 9.173 (1.895–44.412), P=0.006] week, and higher 
sMTV [HR (95% CI): 1.030 (1.008–1.052), P=0.006] and 
sTLG [HR (95% CI): 1.005 (1.000–1.009), P=0.042] were 
significantly associated with shorter PFS (Table 3). The age, 

gender, status of BRAFV600E mutation, involvement of SS or 
MS, SUVmax, SUVRliver, and SUVRBM were not significantly 
associated with PFS (Table 3). As a significant correlation 
was observed between treatment response at the 5th and 11th 
week (r=0.798, P<0.001), only the treatment response at the 
11th week, with a lower P value, was analyzed in multivariate 
analysis. As a significant correlation was observed between 
sMTV and sTLG (r=0.964, P<0.001), sMTV and sTLG 
models were separately analyzed. ROC curves showed 
sMTV >32.55 g/cm3 and sTLG >98.86 g were optimal cut-
off values for predicting disease progression/relapse, with 
maximum Youden index of 0.52 and 0.48, respectively. 
Multivariate COX analysis revealed that non-response at 
the 11th week [16.162 (95% CI: 2.796–93.430), P=0.002], 
sMTV >32.55 g/cm3 [7.960 (95% CI: 1.391–45.564), 
P=0.020] and non-response at 11th week [17.323 (95% CI: 
2.934–102.290), P=0.002], sTLG >98.86 g [7.348 (95% 
CI: 1.274–42.377), P=0.026] were independent risk factors 
of PFS in sMTV and sTLG models, respectively (Table 4). 
Survival curves distinguished by these three biomarkers 
were shown in Figure 2. Two examples of patients with or 
without disease progression/relapse were shown in Figures 
3,4. Two patients with both sMTV >32.55 g/cm3 and sTLG 
>98.86 g, but kept disease regression with targeted therapy 
after over one-year follow-up, were shown in Figure 5. 

Discussion

This is the first study on baseline 18F-FDG PET/CT 
in predicting prognosis for pediatric LCH. Our study 
demonstrates the metabolism parameters of 18F-FDG PET/
CT as imaging biomarkers for predicting prognosis in 
children with LCH. 

Overall outcomes have improved in LCH clinical trials 
over the past decades. However, disease progression and 
relapse remain the major causes of treatment failure and 
current main challenges for pediatric LCH. Therefore, it 
is essential to find prognostic biomarkers for PFS. Multi-
system diseases account for about half of all children with 
LCH, 15% of which have risk organs involvement (21). 
The prognosis of MS-LCH is worse than SS-LCH, with 
a 5-year recurrence rate of 50% vs. less than 20% (1,19). 
Therefore, the accurate diagnosis of multi-system and 
risk organs involvement is of great value for the treatment 
guidance and prognosis of LCH patients. Studies have 
proved that 18F-FDG PET has clinical value in diagnosing 
and classifying pediatric LCH (15,16). 18F-FDG PET has 
also been shown to play a predictive role in the prognosis 

Table 1 Patients’ characteristics

Characteristics Value (n=37)

Age (years) 5.1 (2.4–7.8)

Male sex 24 (64.9)

Clinical classification 

SS 19 (51.4)

Single-focal bone lesion 16 (43.2)

Multiple bone lesions 3 (8.1)

MS RO− 13 (35.1)

MS RO+ 5 (13.5)

Involvement at diagnosis 

Central nervous system 1 (2.7)

Liver 4 (10.8)

Spleen 1 (2.7)

Hematologic system 0 (0.0)

Thyroid 6 (16.2)

Thymus 6 (16.2)

Lung 11 (29.7)

Pituitary 4 (10.8)

Skin 6 (16.2)

BRAFV600E mutation 17 (45.9)

Targeted therapy at first diagnosis 2 (5.4)

Non-response at 5th week 17 (45.9)

Non-response at 11th week 13 (35.1)

Progression or relapse 11 (29.7)

The data are presented as number (proportion) of patients or 
median (interquartile range). SS, single-system; MS, multiple-
system; RO, risk organ; BRAF, v-Raf murine sarcoma viral 
oncogene homolog B.
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of various childhood malignancies (14,22,23). SUVmax is the 
most common semi-quantitative parameter of 18F-FDG PET, 
which represents the highest glucose uptake in tumor or 
normal tissue. However, SUVmax is measured from only one 
voxel, and thus could be affected by noise or artifact (24). Our 
study also did not show SUVmax, SUVRliver nor SUVRBM can 
predict the prognosis of LCH patients.

More studies have applied volumetric metabolic 

parameters to predict and evaluate the treatment response 
and prognosis of oncology patients (25,26). TLG is the 
mean SUV value of the region of interest multiplied by 
MTV, and MTV represents the size of tumor tissue that 
actively ingests 18F-FDG (27). TLG and MTV reflect the 
tumor volume, tumor glucose activity, and the glucose 
metabolic state of tumor tissue (28), and the application 
of the sum of metabolic tumor (sTLG and sMTV) may 
reflect the tumor burden of patients more easily. Our results 
suggest that both baseline sTLG >98.86 g and sMTV 
>32.55 g/cm3 can be used as independent risk factors to 
predict the PFS of pediatric LCH. This may be due to the 
fact that these patients had larger volumetric and metabolic 
tumor burdens, which lead to a worse treatment response. 
Therefore, these patients are more prone to recurrence 
or progression. In our study, two patients with BRAFV600E 
mutation and MS-LCH showed persistent disease 
regression with target therapy (dabrafenib), even for those 
with high pretreatment tumor burden (sTLG >98.86 g and 
sMTV >32.55 g/cm3, shown in Figure 5), which indicated 
that the targets therapy may be useful for these patients.

Meanwhile, the prognosis of LCH is also reported to 
depend on the age, the involvement of RO, and the response 
to initial systemic treatment (24,25). Some studies have 
shown that children under 2 years old with disseminated 
multisystem LCH and organ dysfunction have a poor 
prognosis (24). However, age was not associated with the PFS 
in our study. Cui et al. found that early treatment response 
(week 6) and the involvement of RO were independent 
risk factors for the PFS of children with LCH (29).  
In our study, we found the early treatment response at 
the 5th and 11th weeks was associated with PFS, and the 
treatment response at the 11th week was independently 
associated with PFS in both pre-treatment sMTV and 
sTLG models. In our study, we found that the involvement 

Table 2 The difference of baseline 18F-FDG PET parameters between patients with and without disease progression/relapse

Variable Progression/relapse (n=11) Non-progression/relapse (n=26) P

SUVmax (mean ± SD) 7.8±5.1 5.6±3.4 0.133

SUVRliver (mean ± SD) 6.1±3.1 4.9±2.7 0.237

SUVRBM (mean ± SD) 4.1±2.0 3.2±1.7 0.164

sMTV (g/cm3), median (IQR) 44.9 (1.4–46.3) 7.9 (2.5–11.7) 0.181

sTLG (g), median (IQR) 164.2 (2.23–230.16) 23.7 (4.6–43.8) 0.021*

*, P<0.05. 18F-FDG, 18F-fluorodeoxyglucose; PET/CT, positron emission tomography/computed tomography; SD, standard deviation; IQR, 
interquartile range; SUVmax, max standard uptake value; SUVRliver, tumor-to-normal liver standardized uptake value ratio; SUVRBM, tumor-
to-normal bone marrow standardized uptake value ratio; sMTV, sum of metabolic tumor volume; sTLG, sum of total lesion glycolysis.

Table 3 Univariate analysis of progression-free survival

Characteristics
Univariate analysis

HR (95% CI) P

Age 1.129 (0.964–1.323) 0.133

Male vs. Female 1.621 (0.428–6.136) 0.477

BRAFV600E mutation 0.416 (0.110–1.576) 0.197

SS vs. MS 98.712 (0.399–24,419.330) 0.102

RO− vs. RO+ 4.835 (1.236–18.911) 0.024*

Non-response at 5th week 12.414 (1.548–99.556) 0.018*

Non-response at 11th week 9.173 (1.895–44.412) 0.006*

SUVmax 1.098 (0.939–1.282) 0.241

SUVRliver 1.161 (0.905–1.489) 0.239

SUVRBM 1.220 (0.830–1.793) 0.313

sMTV 1.030 (1.008–1.052) 0.006*

sTLG 1.005 (1.000–1.009) 0.042*

*, P<0.05. HR, hazard ratio; CI, confidence interval; BRAF, 
v-Raf murine sarcoma viral oncogene homolog B; SS, Single-
system; MS, multiple-system; RO, risk organ; SUVmax, maximum 
standardized uptake values; SUVRliver, tumor-to-normal liver 
standardized uptake value ratio; SUVRBM, tumor-to-normal 
bone marrow standardized uptake value ratio; sMTV, sum of 
metabolic tumor volume; sTLG, sum of total lesion glycolysis. 
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of RO was significant risk factor in univariate COX analysis, 
but not in multivariate analysis. Our result showed that the 
involvement of RO could affect the prognosis of patients, 
but could not predict prognosis independently. Moreover, 
it’s reported that about 50% of children with LCH harbor 
BRAF mutations, which are associated with multi-system 
diseases (1). Patients with BRAF mutations have more 
treatment options, such as target therapy (dabrafenib and 
vemurafenib). BATF inhibitors, such as dabrafenib, have 
demonstrated clinical efficacy and manageable toxicity in 
relapsed/refractory BRAFV600-mutant pediatric LCH (26). 
However, some studies showed there was no relationship 
between the BRAF mutations and prognosis (27,28). In our 
study, we also found that BRAF mutations did not relate to 
the prognosis of children with LCH. And even with BRAF 
mutations, only a few patients (2, 5.4%) in our study chose 
targeted therapy as the first line treatment.

Our present study had several limitations. First, this 
study is a retrospective study within a single center and a 
small sample (because LCH is a rare disease). Secondly, the 
median follow-up duration (13 months) was relatively short, 
which may provide a less accurate model of PFS. Third, 
due to the limitation of patient data collection, we did not 
analyze some possible prognostic factors (such as laboratory 
parameters and therapeutic regimen) (29,30). Fourth, 
many factors, such as blood glucose, fasting duration, 
uptake duration, and attenuation correction, may affect the 
measurement of metabolic parameters (25). Besides, the 
best cut-off value of 18F-FDG PET metabolic parameters 
was selected by ROC, which may lead to the inconsistent 
selection of 18F-FDG PET metabolic parameters under 
different clinical circumstances. Further studies should be 
done to assess more patients to find more accurate cut-
off values. Moreover, as only 2 patients received targeted 
therapy in our study, our results may only be applicable to 

Table 4 Multivariate analysis of progression-free survival

Characteristics
Multivariate analysis (sMTV model) Multivariate analysis (sTLG model)

HR (95% CI) P HR (95% CI) P

RO− vs. RO+ 1.850 (0.371–9.226) 0.453 1.970 (0.391–9.925) 0.411

Non-response at 11th week 16.162 (2.796–93.430) 0.002* 17.323 (2.934–102.290) 0.002*

sMTV >32.55 g/cm3 7.960 (1.391–45.564) 0.020* – –

sTLG >98.86 g – – 7.348 (1.274–42.377) 0.026*

*, P<0.05. HR, hazard ratio; CI, confidence interval; RO, risk organ; sMTV, sum of metabolic tumor volume; sTLG, sum of total lesion 
glycolysis. 
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Figure 2 Kaplan-Meier curves for patients with Langerhans 
cell histiocytosis. (A) Patients with treatment response and non-
response at 11th week (log-rank P=0.0009). (B) Patients with sMTV 
>32.55 and ≤32.55 g/cm3 (log-rank P=0.019). (C) Patients with 
sTLG >98.86 and ≤98.86 g (log-rank P=0.008). sMTV, sum of 
metabolic tumor volume; sTLG, sum of total lesion glycolysis.
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Figure 3 The baseline 18F-FDG PET/CT images of a 5-year-old boy with pathologically diagnosed Langerhans cell histiocytosis. The 
maximum intensity projection image (A), sagittal PET (B), sagittal fused PET/CT (C), and axial fused PET/CT (D-G) images showed 
masses in the neck and anterior superior mediastinum, with elevated FDG uptake (SUVmax 7.13, sMTV 44.92 g/cm3, sTLG 176.90 g). The 
lines in B and C showed the involvement of the laryngopharynx (D, red arrow), thyroid (E, blue arrow), sternum (F, green arrow), and 
thymus (G, yellow arrow). BRAFV600E gene mutation in the tissue was negative. Then he received first-line LCH chemotherapy and got 
disease regression (active disease-better) at the 5th and 11th-week evaluation. However, he got progression (active disease-intermediate) at the 
5th-month evaluation, for enlarged lymph nodes in the neck. 18F-FDG, 18F-fluorodeoxyglucose; PET/CT, positron emission tomography/
computed tomography; SUVmax, maximum standardized uptake values; sMTV, sum of metabolic tumor volume; sTLG, sum of total lesion 
glycolysis; BRAF, v-Raf murine sarcoma viral oncogene homolog B; LCH, Langerhans cell histiocytosis.

Figure 4 The baseline 18F-FDG PET/CT images of a 7-year-old boy with pathologically diagnosed Langerhans cell histiocytosis. The axial 
CT (A), axial fused PET/CT (B), coronal fused PET/CT (C), and maximum intensity projection image (D) images showed bone destruction 
and mass of the zygomatic process of the temporal bone, with elevated FDG uptake (A-C, red arrow, SUVmax 11.47, sMTV 10.29 g/cm3, 
sTLG 65.37 g). BRAFV600E gene mutation in the tissue was negative. He reached continuous regression of disease (active disease-better) 
during one-year first-line chemotherapy and six-month observation without therapy. 18F-FDG, 18F-fluorodeoxyglucose; PET/CT, positron 
emission tomography/computed tomography; SUVmax, maximum standardized uptake values; sMTV, sum of metabolic tumor volume; 
sTLG, sum of total lesion glycolysis; BRAF, v-Raf murine sarcoma viral oncogene homolog B.
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Figure 5 The baseline 18F-FDG PET/CT images of two patients with positive BRAFV600E gene mutation in the tissue and received target 
therapy (dabrafenib) as first-line treatment. (A-C) Patient 1 is a 4-year-old boy. The maximum intensity projection image (A), coronary fused 
PET/CT (B), and axial fused PET/CT (C) showed multiple bone destruction in the skull (B, red arrow) and vertebrae (C, blue arrow), and 
masses in the thymus, skin and lungs, with elevated FDG uptake (SUVmax 11.54, sMTV 56.31 g/cm3, sTLG 349.39 g). He reached complete 
resolution (nonactive disease) after 16-month dabrafenib, then maintain stable after 5-month target therapy. (D-F) Patient 2 is a 10-year-old 
boy. The maximum intensity projection image (D), sagittal fused PET/CT (E), and sagittal fused PET/CT (F) showed a huge mass in the 
occipital bone (E, green arrow), which oppressing the cerebellum, and mass in the 4th lumbar vertebra (F, yellow arrow), which oppressing 
the vertebral canal, with elevated FDG uptake (SUVmax 9.10, sMTV 43.63 g/cm3, sTLG 246.95 g). He showed obvious diminution of the 
occipital mass after 1-month dabrafenib and reached continuous regression of disease (active disease-better) during 14-month target therapy. 
18F-FDG, 18F-fluorodeoxyglucose; PET/CT, positron emission tomography/computed tomography; BRAF, v-Raf murine sarcoma viral 
oncogene homolog B; SUVmax, maximum standardized uptake values; sMTV, sum of metabolic tumor volume; sTLG, sum of total lesion 
glycolysis.
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conventional therapies but not targeted therapies. In the 
future, we will continue to expand the sample size, conduct 
prospective research, and include more relevant prediction 
variables to ensure the accuracy and reliability of the study.

Conclusions

The non-response at 11th week, sMTV >32.55 g/cm3 
and sTLG >98.86 g could be risk factors of progression-
free survival in pediatric LCH patients. The baseline 
metabolism parameters of 18F-FDG PET/CT could be 
promising imaging biomarkers for predicting prognosis in 
children with LCH. 
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